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Timings Topic Speaker
10.00 - 10.10 Introduction and opening remarks Peter Kirwan

10:10 - 10:15 Technology Services 2 (TS2) overview Konrad Hutchins

10:15 - 10:20 Pre-Market engagement Konrad Hutchins

10:20 - 10:25 Scope and structure Konrad Hutchins

10:25 - 10:30 Ways to buy and sell Sonya Watts

10:30 - 10:40 Commercials; Financial, Evaluation criteria, Management 
information Dominic Morris

10:40 - 10:50 Commercials: Terms and conditions Dominic Morris

10:50 - 10:55 Technology Services 3 (TS3) overview Konrad Hutchins

10:55 - 11:00 Key procurement dates Konrad Hutchins

Questions Peter Kirwan

Agenda and overview
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Introduction



Our mission

The ‘enrichment’ and ‘simplification’ of our 
‘Technology Products and Services’ offering to our 

Customers and in turn, to be the ‘Customer of Choice’ 
for our Suppliers. All of which makes it easier to trade, 

drives Customer/Supplier engagement and grows the 
spend/levy profile, whilst remaining at the forefront of 

Innovation within Technology
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Technology Services 2



Technology Services 2 (TS2) overview

● The agreement length is 4 years and due to expire on 5th September 2021

● The YTD spend as of July 2020 is £89.4m (total is £281.8m), with orders 
amounting to £114.3m (total is £401m)

● Supports both further competition which amounts to YTD orders of £125.4m 
(total is £383m) and direct award with orders of £11.1m (total is £18m)

● There are 145 Suppliers, 75 (52%) are SMEs which account for £22.5m 
(25%) of the total YTD spend (total is £76.8m)
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Pre-Market engagement



How we engaged and listened
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Scope



What the market said...

● Current service offerings under TS2 met our needs

● Some services are duplicated across other frameworks

● Would like to see cradle to grave application solutions included

● List X security accreditation requirements for Lot 4 not needed

● Consider offering an innovative technology services Lot for TS3
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What we did:

● Engaged other Technology colleagues to establish and analyses duplication 
and overlap of services. E.g. G-Cloud, DoS, Cyber security, Artificial 
Intelligence

● Analysed gap in current application development offering and ability to 
support cradle to grave solutions

● Engaged with customers further to understand the impact of removing List X 
security accreditation from Lot 4 at Framework level

● Engaged with the SPARK team to understand the possibility of including 
innovative technology services within the scope of SPARK2 
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What we are doing:

● Application and Data Management Lot 3d - now facilitates the 
creation of new applications and support cradle to grave solutions

● List X security accreditation removed from Lot 4 and will now be part 
of a call-off process 

● Working with the SPARK team to consider innovative technology 
services within SPARK2 
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What we are not doing:

● Including duplicated services across other Technology frameworks 
such as; G-Cloud services and AI Services 
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Structure



What the market said...

● Would like a dedicated Lot for SIAM (Service Integration and Management)

● The proposal of combining Lots 1 and 2 would over complicate customer 
experience

● The proposal of adding a DPS for TS3 (for innovative technology services) 
would offer confusion 
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What we did:

● Gathered market data on SIAM spend & engaged with customers planning 
SIAM projects

● Reviewed the impact of combining Lot 1 and 2 for TS3 (numbers of 
suppliers, services and customer journey)

● Reviewed a number of current DPS agreements and specifically engaged 
with the SPARK team to understand the overlap 
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What we are doing:

● Creating an additional SIAM Lot in response to a market need to support 
disaggregation 

● Continue with Lot 1 and 2 as per TS2
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What we are not doing:

● We are not adding a DPS for TS3 (for innovative technology services). We 
will be working with the SPARK team to consider innovative technology 
services within SPARK2 
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What we are doing:
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TS2 Lot structure and spend TS3 spend forecast

To note: These figures are calculated across the 
duration of contract length and are based on an 
approximation of spend across the TS3 framework. 
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Ways to buy and sell



What the market said...

● Further competition drives a competitive marketplace 

● Direct award reduces cost of sale and enables improved price point

● Direct award is not appropriate for a service based framework

● Basware (catalogue) has limited functionality and is not user friendly
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What we did:

● Examined the current further competition process and transitioned over from 
TS2

● Analysed the benefits of direct award as a result of pre-market engagement 
and transitioned this as part of our procurement options

● Carried out an extensive review of Basware to determine if still appropriate, 
platform fit for purpose for Go Live TS3
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What we are doing:
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What we are doing:
Direct award 
● Continuing with direct award within TS3

● Currently planned to use Basware but on a migration plan to a new 
and innovative Scale catalogue platform

● The table below outlines CCS’s weighting % across price and 
quality measures when evaluating bids at call-off 

Criteria Weighting

Price 10 - 90%

Quality
(including delivery time, period of completion, sales 

service, good value)
10 - 90%
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What we are doing:
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What we are doing:
Further competition 

Adding an optional supplier shortlisting process: 

● Based on market feedback

● Can be used as part of pre-market engagement

● Similar to Digital Outcomes & Specialist (DOS 4) process, where 
customers can use specific criteria to avoid having too many 
suppliers to evaluate
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What we are not doing:

● Continuing with Basware, a new catalogue solution is being 
implemented by CCS in Q1 2021 and TS3 is included within the 
roadmap
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Commercials:
Financials
Evaluation criteria
Management information



What the market said… 
Framework Evaluation
● Quality should have a minimum score of 70%

● Measure capability, using contract examples

● Pricing should be capped at no more than 40% of overall marking

● Preferred volume of suppliers following polls was 50-70

Management Charge
● The management charge (levy) should be as low as possible
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What the market said… 
Key Performance Indicators
● Simple KPI mechanism

Pricing
● If using a rate card approach use a standard set of definitions e.g. 

SFIA but provide quality guidance to ensure like for like 
comparison

● SFIA Rates as per G-Cloud

● Maximum day rates for SFIA roles can provide a useful cap

● Expenses to be capped
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What we did: 
Framework Evaluation
● Modeled impact of increasing award quality score using previous 

TS2 award data

● Reviewed impact of quality / pricing score on TS3 award questions

● Considered the benefit of using contract examples for quality 
evaluation

Management Charge
● Assessed current levy against other CCS and external frameworks
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What we did: 
Key Performance Indicators
● Reviewed current KPI’s

Pricing
● Reviewed what other methods we could use for pricing? MEAT? 

Innovative ideas?

● It’s a challenge to measure due as services cover such a broad 
spectrum

● What was feasible without impacting timescales and ability to 
deliver the framework?

● Reviewed benefits delivered by other service focussed frameworks 
such as G-Cloud32



What we are doing: 
Framework Evaluation
● Increase minimum quality score from 55% in TS2 to 75%

● Set pricing score at 25%

● Request a contract example per lot at selection stage

Management Charge
● Reduced from 1.15% to 1%
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What we are doing:
Key Performance Indicators
● KPI’s similar to TS2

Pricing
● Using the SFIA v7 standard for pricing review

● Still the fairest way of assessing pricing at framework level

● Passthrough costs (such as expenses) capped at cost and should 
be agreed in advance

● Aiming to deliver benefits of 5% - inline with other CCS frameworks 
e.g. Digital Outcomes
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What we are not doing:

● Drastically changing pricing 

● Significantly changing MI reporting levels
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Commercials:
Terms and Conditions



What the market said...

● The T&C’s need to reflect the guidance in the Outsourcing Playbook and 
Model Services Contract

● TS2 T&Cs are particularly onerous to trade and often customer 
procurement teams will add in all optional schedules as a safeguard, 
without appreciating the impact this will have

● There should be sufficient flexibility within the call-off contract to cover the 
breadth of services required
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What we did:

● Engaged CCS policy team to determine course of action and reviewed if the 
Public Sector Contract was still the right approach

● Collaborated with CCS policy and an external legal team engaged to inform 
appropriate methodology for T&C’s

● Reviewed where existing T&C models could align with TS3 services and 
what the pros and cons would be

● Created a plan to utilise different sets of T&Cs that reflect the services 
provided within each lot 
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What we are doing:
Lot 1 - Technology strategy and service design

● Based on Public Sector Contract

● Simplified consultancy agreement tailored to reflect the nature of 
Lot 1 services

● Maximum 2 year length
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What we are doing:
Lot 2 - Transition and transformation

● Based on Public Sector Contract and Model Services Contract

● Modular IT services contract

● Allows for variations in service output according to lot

● Reflects the Outsourcing Playbook

● Maximum 3 year length
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What we are doing:
Lot 3 - Operational services

● Based on Public Sector Contract and Model Services Contract

● Modular IT services contract

● Allows for variations in service output according to lot

● Reflects the Outsourcing Playbook

● Maximum 5 year length
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What we are doing:
Lot 4 - Major service transformation projects

● Based on Model Services Contract

● Recognises and reflects the complex nature of major service 
transformation

● Provides detailed governance and assurance to customers and 
suppliers

● Reflects the Outsourcing Playbook

● Maximum 7 year length
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What we are doing:
Lot 5 - Service integration and management

● Based on Public Sector Contract and Model Services Contract

● Modular IT services contract

● Allows for variations in service output according to lot

● Reflects the Outsourcing Playbook

● Maximum 5 year length
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What we are not doing:

● Implementing a single set of T&Cs

● Ignoring the impact of the Outsourcing Playbook

● Using supplier terms
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Technology Services 3 
Summary



Technology Services 3 (TS3)
The next iteration of the successful Technology Services 2 framework

● Planned go live date is May 2021 with a built in 5 month transition from 
Technology Services 2

● The agreement length of TS3 will be 4 years (2021-2025)

● Supports further competition and direct award

● Continues to cover the IT service lifecycle from strategy to transition and 
operational deployment
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Key procurement dates

Milestone Date (Indicative)

OJEU Release

Post-OJEU Briefing

Submission Deadline

Award Date

Go Live Date
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Closing Statement

Post Covid19, the next iteration of our Technology Services offering (TS3) has 
been designed for longevity in order to meet the changing needs of a developing 
world.

We believe you will agree, as the market experts, that the overall proposition has 
achieved what we set out to do inline with our mission statement and our post 
Covid19 considerations.
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Questions


